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Self-organized networks such as mobile ad-hoc, Internet-based peer-to-peer, wireless mesh
and Fourth Generation (4G) Wireless networks depend on cooperation of nodes. Reputation
systems help nodes decide with whom to cooperate and which nodes to avoid. They have
been studied and applied almost separately in diverse disciplines such as economics, computer
science and social science, resulting in effort duplication and inconsistent terminology. In
this paper, we aim at bringing together these efforts by outlining features and fundamental
questions common to reputation systems in general. We derive methodologies to address these
questions and lessons for both reputation system design and research from our own experiences
and evaluations by simulation and analytical modelling. We argue for using deviation tests,
discounting, only passing on of first-hand information, secondary response, and stressing the
importance of identity.
1 Reputation Systems
Self-organized communication systems such as mobile ad-hoc, Internet-based peer-to-peer and
wireless mesh networks have received increasing attention, in terms of both deployment and re-
search.
They are typically organized according to the peer-to-peer (P2P) organization principle. That is,
participants in the system are equals in that they have equivalent capabilities and responsibilities
– they are peers. Such P2P systems can also be found in a variety of other networks, for example
social or biological networks. Thus it is not surprising that there is a wealth of problems that is
also of interest in other disciplines.
In the novel Fourth Generation (4G) paradigm as well there are self-organized components such
as ad-hoc connectivity among spatially close nodes.
One of the major issues in such self-organized communication systems is that of cooperation.
Typically, users are concerned primarily about their own benefits and thus cooperation and fairness
cannot be guaranteed. This selfish behavior is called free-riding and is a well-known phenomenon
in economics. The free-rider problem is that as a result this service might not be provided at all
or without sufficient quality of service [15]. Effects can be detrimental as shown, for example, in
Internet-based P2P networks [6].
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Although altruistic behavior has been observed, it is not clear to which extent this will help in
communication systems. Altruism is the practice of being helpful to other people with little or no
interest in being rewarded for one’s efforts [1, 8, 14].
Incentive mechanisms (pricing mechanisms as well as rules) and artificial immune systems [16] have
been proposed and investigated to address the issue of cooperation in communication systems.
Two other problems often incurred in P2P networks are malicious attacks and random failures.
Reputation systems [5] address both these issues as well as incentive problems. Here, users keep
track of their peers’ behavior and exchange this information with others in order to compute a
reputation value about their peers. Reputation values are then used to decide with whom to
cooperate and which nodes to avoid, i.e. users with a good reputation are then favored [4].
Reputation systems have already proven useful and are popular in online auctioning systems such
as eBay [17] or online book stores such as Amazon. However, unlike self-organized communication
systems, those have a centralized component.
We next look at reputation systems in more detail before addressing fundamental features that a
reputation system should have as well as fundamental questions that need to be addressed.
2 Terminology and Classification of Reputation Systems
Reputation systems have been studied and applied almost separately in diverse disciplines such
as economics, computer science and social science, resulting in effort duplication and inconsistent
terminology. Even within computer science research activities have not been very consistent, and
have almost evolved separately in the artificial intelligence, Internet-based P2P and Mobile Ad-
Hoc Networks communities. In fact, there is not even a consistent definition of reputation itself,
nor, closely linked, of trust.
As a convention, following the Oxford English Dictionary, we shall adopt that reputation is an
estimate about a person’s actual quality. Person is the appropriate term for social networks.
In the context of computer networks we shall replace it with user (of the system), node (in the
network) or simply a peer. Similarly, quality refers to the behavior that is of interest in a given
context. For 4G, it might refer to the packet forwarding behavior.
Moreover, we shall adopt that rater reputation refers to the reporting behavior within the reputa-
tion system. This is different from our earlier papers [4] where we referred to it as trust. Although,
again, the definition in the Oxford English Dictionary of trust fits our previous usage (”Confidence
in or reliance on some quality or attribute of a person or thing, or the truth of a statement”),
the term trust has been used in several different ways in the literature, also synonymously with
reputation, and has therefore become too ambiguous for our purposes.
As opposed to reputation, rater reputation values are based on compatibility and thus indicate
agreement.
As for classification, there have been various surveys in different computer science communities
using partly overlapping criteria. However, most of them are relevant in all the other communities,
too. For further information, the reader is referred to [10].
In this article, we focus on fundamental features and questions that concern reputation systems
in general, independently of the application domain and only mention specifics for self-organized
networks when they deviate from generally applicable aspects of reputation systems.
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3 Features That a Reputation System Should Have
The basic premise of a reputation system is that one can predict future behavior by looking at past
behavior. This does not hold for all cases, since there can be erratic behavior that is completely
inconsistent with past behavior, as in the case of sudden failure. But the assumption is that such
cases are the exception and not the norm and that past behavior can be used as a basis for the
prediction of future behavior.
To provide this basis, the reputation system has to keep track of past behavior. This can be done
in several ways. Here are some decision points to guide the design process of a reputation system.
What information is kept? About whom? Where? For how long? When is information added?
How is information from others considered? How is it integrated? What does this information
look like over time? What has to happen to change this information?
In summary, a reputation system needs a way of keeping information about the entity of interest,
of updating it and of incorporating the information about that entity obtained from others. This
provides the basis of decision making. Then the decision making itself has to take place to allow
nodes to chose other nodes for cooperation.
Humans can look at graphical representations of reputation such as the number and color of
stars on eBay, and glance over some qualitative information given in feedback comments. In self-
organized networks, we want the reputation system to not only be able to present information
about reputation to the user, but to make automatic and autonomous decisions. The reputation
system therefore has to have a mechanism to make decision and classifications. In this paper,
however, we concern ourselves mainly with the reputation information itself.
As time passes, the importance of parts of the reputation data collected can change. For instance,
recent steady behavior is probably a better predictor of future behavior than behavior observed a
long time ago. On the other hand, looking only at the most recent behavior can yield a distorted
picture of past behavior as one instance observed is not enough to measure a trend. Reputation
systems need to have a way of factoring in time in a reasonable manner that would either conform
to the user’s expectation or be proven to work well in the system environment.
Figure 3 shows the workings of an idealized reputation system. Several sources contribute to the
generation of reputation values: direct (own) observations, indirect information from others, and
time passing. Once the reputation value is determined, the subjects of interest can be classified
and reactions according to these classifications can be triggered.
In the following we look at the features needed from a reputation system in more detail.
Keeping track of past behavior. Reputation is a function of past behavior and time, so a
reputation system needs to collect data about past behavior. These data can be stored in
a centralized or in a distributed way. For self-organized networks, a distributed storage of
reputation data is needed, as there is no infrastructure in place to reliably ensure access to
a centralized reputation authority.
The reputation system has to offer a way of collecting information about the entities of
interest. In a self-organized network these entities of interest are neighboring nodes and
nodes that are on any communication path to other nodes. Nodes can join and leave self-
organized networks. There is a tradeoff between performance and overhead of reputation
systems in terms of which entities to keep track of, as nodes may be short-lived in a network
and every entry entails both storage and potential maintenance cost as computation.
In addition to the decision about which nodes to keep track of, and the feasibility of doing
that in a particular instance of a self-organized network, there is the question of which data to
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Figure 1: Reputation System Flow
collect about the behavior of an entity of interest. Assuming binary behavior, i.e. behavior
is either good or bad, cooperative of defecting; the basic choice is between keeping track
of the volume of good/bad behavior and the ratio of good to bad behavior, or both if the
chosen algorithm for calculating a reputation value can take advantage of it.
A good reputation should be a reflection of good behavior. Just what constitutes good be-
havior needs to be clearly defined in order to determine how reputation should be calculated
given data about behavior. Using the ratio of good to bad behavior, for instance, reflects
the willingness to cooperate only in relation to a specific extent of demand or opportunity
for cooperation. This extent (say the number of cooperation requests) is lost in the ratio
and therefore unknown. The explanatory power of a cooperation ratio is thus limited. Con-
versely, if the absolute number of cooperation instances (or misbehavior, respectively) is
taken as the basis for reputation calculation, it is not known what the number of opportu-
nities where out of which the behavior was good or bad. A combination of ratio and volume
calculations would capture willingness to cooperate in relation to opportunity.
Incorporating data from different sources. There is a tradeoff between speed and accuracy:
the more second hand information is used, the faster an estimate of some subject’s behavior
can be obtained, however, the more vulnerable it is to liars. In order to be useful, reputation
values need to be accurate, at least to some degree. This has to be assessed.
Whereas direct observations should always be accepted, second hand information should
be accepted only if considered as likely, i.e. only if it does not differ by more than is
acceptable (e.g. as measured by a threshold ∆ or other suitable metrics) from the user’s
current reputation value. This behavior is comparable to the concept of confirmation bias
in the social sciences, and can also be motivated by observations in everyday life. Even if
accepted, one might want to weight them by a factor ωweight.
Confirmation bias is an example of human faulty reasoning, discarding information (facts)
that do not fit a theory and favoring confirming information. The use of such a fallacy might
seem counterintuitive. Besides the motivation of excluding spurious information rather than
protecting an already formed opinion, there are differences in how we employ confirmation
bias that allow us to use it as a rational tool. First, the own information of a node, i.e. its
own observations are not subject to the confirmation bias, all direct information is incorpo-
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rated as-is. Second, the observed behavior is binary (cooperate/defect) and made with high
certainty, hence the trust in the node’s own judgment is justified. These two points amount
to what corresponds to undeniable facts in human confirmation bias. When facts are un-
deniable, they are included despite the bias toward only accepting facts that confirm one’s
belief. Third, the confirmation bias is applied only to decide whether to accept third-party
indirect observations and thereby is a measure of compatibility with a view on reality with a
high probability of accuracy. This rests on the assumption of behavior being constant over
different interaction partners. This can be compared to collaborative filtering.
Forgetting reputation over time. Taking into account the passing of time in a reputation
system allows for two features: emphasizing the importance of behavior at one time over
another, e.g. of recent behavior over behavior observed long ago, and providing the possibility
of revising the action toward a node that was triggered by a particular reputation value, i.e.
redemption of a node after it has been repaired. We suggest to include a discounting with
a factor ρ, so that old observations gradually become less important. This is a form of
forgetting.
Secondary Response. To avoid that such forgetting backfires, a mechanism such as secondary
response can be introduced which provides increased sensitivity to misbehavior by nodes
that have been deemed misbehaving in the past. By increased sensitivity, appropriate action
can be triggered faster than in a regular case.
4 Questions for Reputation Systems
There are some fundamental questions regarding effectiveness and robustness that need to be
addressed for reputation systems in all communities.
• What is the impact potential liars could expect to achieve on the reputation value about the
subject in question?
• Which kind of information should be passed on to other nodes to achieve an accurate rep-
utation system? The comparison of two different scenarios as regards to the second hand
information. In the first one, Reputation – based on all previous observations including
indirect ones – is passed on as second hand information. In the second one, only Direct
Observations are passed on as second hand information. What difference does this make?
• What strategies can an attacking node employ to distort the reputation system, in addition
to lying?
• How can the reputation system recover from false positives or negatives?
• What is the impact of incomplete information? Especially in distributed reputation systems,
such as those for self-organized networks, nodes only have a partial view of the environment,
only a subset of all peers and only a subset of the behavior of these peers is known.
• What is the impact of wrong observations? These can happen due to the inherent lack of
unambiguous observability such as the difficulty to distinguish between deliberate packet
dropping and congestion, mobility, loss of connectivity in wireless networks.
• Why should nodes participate in a reputation system? Is there an incentive to cooperate
and contribute to a reputation system, and to do so honestly?
• How accurate and fair is the reputation system? How well do the reputation records represent
past behavior? The goal of reputation systems is usually twofold: to enable nodes to find
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good peers and to give an incentive for cooperation. It is not straightforward to do this in an
accurate and fair way, taking into account not only the actual instances of cooperation, but
both the opportunity and the willingness to cooperate. What is the metric for accuracy?
5 Methodology to Answer Fundamental Questions
To answer fundamental questions about general reputation systems independently of implemen-
tation details, we suggest the consideration of an abstract model supported by simulations and
measurements.
For the modelling part, we are not concerned with the detection and response components of a
system, but focus on the actual formation of reputation. The detection component depends on
the application scenario and we merely assume that misbehavior can be told apart from good
behavior. Moreover, we assume that if reputation values can be computed accurately, then there
exists a response mechanism using them to obtain the desired effects. Typically, this might mean
exclusion of the misbehaving user from benefits.
We formulate a stochastic process formulation, based on which we derive an ordinary differential
equation by averaging the dynamics and passing to a fast-time scaling limit. That is, we scale
time so that events occur more frequently, i.e. users make observations at a higher rate, but at
the same time the impact of each observation is reduced by the same factor. We then derive the
solutions of the differential equation and study their fixed points. Thus, our approach can be
called a mean-field approach [9]. Moreover, we use simulation and direct computation to confirm
the analytical results.
Reputation or recommender systems can collect opinions about the quality of objects such as
films. Here, we are concerned with reputation systems for self-organized networks where nodes
give reputation ratings about other nodes, i.e active subjects and peers in the network.
There are no benchmarks available for the simulation of reputation systems in self-organized
networks. It is customary to simulate reputation systems in self-organized networks by augmenting
the simulation of regular network behavior by a reputation system component and simulating
specific scenarios of node misbehavior.
The parameters for the regular network behavior typically include the number of nodes, at least
an initial topology (in the case of model Internet-based peer-to-peer networks potentially also
topology control of the overlay network), and a routing protocol. Simulations of wireless networks
additionally include a mobility model, assumptions about physical characteristics of devices and
terrains.
While the simulation of self-organized networks without reputation systems already offer many
potential pitfalls in the choice of parameters that make the obtained results difficult to reproduce
and achieve statistical significance and generalizability, additional care has to be exercised when
simulating reputation systems on top of regular network behavior. The model for node behavior
(and misbehavior) of both the network (e.g. forwarding) and the reputation itself (e.g. lying)
strongly influences the results and determines the scope of the conclusions that can be drawn from
these results. Using a wide range of scenarios and node behaviors (threat models, attacker/failure
models) can help to expose vulnerabilities of a reputation system by simulation.
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6 Lessons Learnt
Motivated originally by observations in everyday life as well as by research in the Social Sciences,
and supported by our analytical modelling as well as simulation results, we have learnt the following
for the design of a reputation system.
Lesson 1: Deviation tests mitigate spurious ratings. Using a test to evaluate each piece of
information with respect to how it conforms to a node’s own view, i.e. quantifying the
congruence of views necessary for confirmation bias, turns out to be a more fine-grained
and adaptive approach than only considering the rater reputation of the node providing the
reputation information. The deviation test works as follows. Every time a node receives
reputation information from another node, it has to decide whether and how to consider this
information. It compares the received information with its own prior knowledge and only
accepts it if the deviation is less than a specified acceptable deviation, otherwise the received
information is discarded. This produces a non-linear effect.
More precisely, we find by analysis [12, 11, 13], that in order to have an impact, the number
of liars Nl in the network needs to exceed a certain threshold. That is, there is a phase
transition behavior. The phase transition behavior can be phrased in terms of the parameter
∆ (the deviation threshold) rather than in terms of Nl. If ∆ is below a certain threshold,
that can be computed, the liars have no impact.
Lesson 2: Discounting adds resilience. Giving more weight to recent behavior and discount-
ing past behavior as time passes achieves two objectives: better correlation to future behavior
and allowing for node redemption: When past behavior is discounted, nodes cannot capi-
talize on previous good behavior but have to consistently behave well to maintain a good
reputation. Information about nodes has to be constantly reinforced to stay current. Node
redemption allows for a node to regain at least a neutral reputation after a specified time
period (determined by the discount rate) without bad behavior. This is crucial for example
for dealing with formerly faulty nodes that have been repaired and useful in general to adapt
to behavior changes of nodes regardless of the reason.
Lesson 3: Passing on first-hand information only (direct observations) improves accuracy.
Passing on information received from others, as opposed to direct observation, i.e. rumor
spreading turns out to not only offer no gain in reputation accuracy or speed, but also to
introduce vulnerabilities by creating a spiral of self-reinforcing information [3].
This is confirmed by a theoretical analysis. We find that the performance of Direct Obser-
vations Reputation coincide on some range (namely, if and only if the θ > 2∆, where θ is
the probability that a well behaving node is indeed observed as behaving well), but that
otherwise Direct Observations is more robust against liars. For Reputation, second hand
information does not improve accuracy, whereas for Direct Observations it does and overall
Direct Observations is better.
Lesson 4: Secondary responses accelerate classification. To offset a potential vulnerabil-
ity of granting redemption (by means of discounting as described above, to a node previously
classified as having a reputation rating too low for cooperation) and thereby providing a
chance for misbehavior, the mechanism of secondary response has turned out to be useful.
Secondary response is inspired by the human immune system and means, in the context of
reputation systems, that the tolerance of misbehavior is reduced for nodes that have been
deemed misbehaving previously.
Lesson 5: Identity is an issue. If the identity of a node cannot be established at all or only
for a short while, the accuracy and robustness of reputation systems suffer. While in some
environments the need for reputation information might be limited to short periods of time
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(e.g. establishing a path in a network) and thus can deal with short-lived identities, in gen-
eral a reputation system needs to have longer lived identities to make use of its features. In
general, identities have to persist longer than the detection time of a misbehaving node. A
fundamental requirement for identity in reputation systems is that one can be sure that an
observed behavior has actually been exhibited by the observed node. Identity spoofing, be it
impersonation or the creation of false identities (e.g. Sybil attacks [7]), and identity persis-
tence over time are crucial for reputation systems effectiveness. The assumption of accurate
and stable identities, generally used for reputation systems, is a strong one and difficult to
realize in self-organized environments. 4G networks potentially can provide a solution to
this problem by offering a mix of self-organized networks with access to infrastructure that
would enable central authorities.
7 Issues For Reputation Research
We now indicate conclusions that might be of interest for future research on reputation systems.
Issue 1: Coherent terminology. It has become apparent that both definition and representa-
tion of reputation vary widely even within computer science. While it is debatable whether
or not the same definition and representation should be used for all applications, a more
coherent terminology would certainly be desirable. Moreover, it would be useful to have a
coherent classification of reputation systems.
Issue 2: Coherent classification. Based on a more coherent terminology, it would also be de-
sirable to bring together the different strands of research, within computer science, but also
between disciplines. This would avoid lots of effort duplication that can be observed at
the moment. The reputations research network1 went only some way towards this. In this
article, we have attempted to at least point out work on reputation in the different communi-
ties. A number of interesting examples of the successful combination of different disciplines
(physics, economics, social sciences) can be found in [2].
Issue 3: Fundamental questions as well as specific implementations. Clearly, specific ap-
plications for distributed reputation systems are of crucial importance and many papers ad-
dress various scenarios. However, it is also important not to get lost in the details. There
are fundamental questions that are important in all these scenarios that should be addressed
on a suitable level of abstraction. We have provided a list of them in Section 4.
Issue 4: Models as well as simulation and measurements. Finally, computer science research
is often based on simulations, measurements or implementation and testing of prototypes.
For example, prototype protocols are typically evaluated using a network simulator such as
ns-22 or GloMoSim3. Apart from game and graph theoretic investigations, there are com-
paratively few analytical studies although they often provide insight that is hard to obtain
otherwise. An example of this is the stochastic process formulation of the model referred
to in Section 5. Even though results are typically proven to be valid under clearly defined
assumptions, some of which might be unrealistic, it is often the case that results are valid
at least qualitatively even if the assumptions are violated. In the social sciences context in
particular, such approaches are rare although it would be desirable to enhance predictive
capabilities of social networks. Moreover, there might yet be other approaches (than game





8 Reputation Systems in 4G
4G wireless networks provide new opportunities and challenges for reputation systems but share
the same fundamental questions mentioned in this paper. The additional questions that are specific
to 4G networks arise from their combination of self-organization and access to infrastructure, e.g.
could 4G address identity better? 4G networks would enable centralized authorities at most
times, but also have distributed, self-organized components. More centralization means more
data can be kept, identities could be more easily verified by e.g. public key infrastructures. The
reputation system should ideally take advantage of the added benefit provided by mostly-on central
authorities but function in a self-organized way. When in disconnected mode or switching back
and forth between centralized and decentralized modes, updates need to be consistent: there is a
challenge to combine the two worlds.
With 4G, nodes can be in more and different networks at the same time. Multihoming and the
availability of ubiquitous network access via several technologies in the same physical space enables
more decision space for network selection, trading off bandwidth, power, cost, and convenience.
Selecting a network for each transaction can be facilitated by using reputation systems that capture
the properties of the available networks. Besides direct interaction with the 4G infrastructure by
the network provider, nodes can decide to cooperate directly to take advantage of low-cost high-
bandwidth local connections to share content (e.g. obtained from low-bandwidth provider links)
in real-time or pass on messages in delay-tolerant networks.
Reputation systems are useful in cases of cooperation and when making choices in a more informed
way. Although the applications for 4G themselves are yet to clearly emerge, it is clear that 4G
networks provide such cases of cooperation and choice more than traditional networks and we
submit that reputation systems are a valuable tool in the box to make 4G networks work well.
9 Conclusions
Reputation systems across different domains share some fundamental features and questions that
need to be addressed concerning the accuracy of reputation values and the robustness against
spurious information. In addition, 4G networks call for a combination of decentralized and infras-
tructure, which poses a set of new challenges. We have learned some lessons from the development
and analysis of reputation systems in self-organized networks and have developed methodologies
to address some of the fundamental questions of reputation systems. For the remaining open
questions, we think that using a coherent terminology and classification across disciplines and also
addressing fundamental questions independent from their environment by means of both analytic
modelling and simulation will help finding solutions.
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